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Inert ia lMass EnergyEquivalence
J.P.Wesley

Abstract
Introducinganinertialmassequivalentof theCoulombpotentialenergy,M = TUB/c2, therateat
which U0decreasesasa charge4 recedesfromafixedchargeq’ equals the rateof increaseinkinetzc
energy, dUoldt = ‐V ~d[ (m ‐ U0/e2)V]/dt,where m is the mazterzalmassof q. Integrating, the
totalenergyisE = c’mu « (1 ‐ Vz/cz)”"') + 00(1 ‐ VZ/cz)“ =U0+ (m ‐ Uo/Cz)V/2. The
portion U = (qq’lR)(l ‐ Vz/Zcz) is the Weber velocity potential. The net mass of anelectron,
m, ‐ eV/c’, in a uniformelectrostatic potentialfield I has been measuredas afunctionof {
Applying the Weber theory togravitation, ‐Gmm' replacingqq’, thefar masses in the universe
yield theforce F = (mQo/czm = ~(U/c2)a in agreement with Mach'5' principle and inertial
mass-potentialenergyequivalence.Associatingan inertialmasswith the kinetic energyKyield:
neomechanics,whereK = czm(l/(1 - 13/8)” ‐ 1).

Key words: inertial mass‐energy equivalence, Weber potential, Mach’s principle,
neomechanics

1. DERIVATIONOFTHEWEBER POTENTIAL Integrating (3) yields the total energy E as
The concept of mass-energy equivalence is generally

limited to the idea that materialmass can be converted to ‑
active energy, such asthermal or radiant energy. Here the 2 2 V2 (5)
concept is applied to the inertial massM equivalent to the E= cm+(U° ‐ cm) 1‐C‐2'
electrostatic potential energy Uosuch that ' ’

M=-$,
c

where the Coulomb potential energy is

U0=44
R

whereq is achargeat r, q’ is acharge at r ’ ,andR= |r ‐ r'l.
The rate that q losespotential energywhenrecedingfrom

where the constant of integration has been chosen asE'f
(1) czm. Fromthis derivationof (5) the velocity Vis the rate0

separation of the charges, so

dRtry (6)

(2)
and it is not the general relative velocity v - V' = dr/dl '
dr’ldt.
For small values of Wk2 (5)yields

the fixed charge 4’ equals the rate that work is done on the
charge q to increaseits kineticenergy; thus,

E = U +[m...U_° 3:. (7)
° r:2 2 ,

d0 4'WV d m ‐ U 1 . ' .7?.=-v (halt-J=-V.L l .7?“ ”V. (3) The port ionofthis total energy givenby

2 I 2whereV = dR/dt.misthematerialmassof th U=U [1‘L) =(EM‐II‘1'”) (8) -'
M‘.the total mass, is echarge4,and 0 2c; A262 L

M‘=m._5..
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(4) is the Weber“) velocity potential. It may be seen that 1h: .
Weber potential is a properpotential energy, since takmg ‑
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time derivative of (7) yields v- F = v- ma = ‐dU/dt, where
Fis the force on 4and v and a are the velocity and accelera‑
tion of q, and for U static -dU/dt = ‐v - VU in agreement
withNewton’s second law for abody of massm accelerated
in the potential field U.

2. THEWEBER THEORY ISRELATIVISTIC
Thederivationof theWeber velocity potential (8) depends

onlyuponthemotionandenergy of the chargeq in the field
ofafixed charge4’.However,if the two charges are assumed
toexist in an otherwise empty universe, then R and V =
dR/dt in (8) are the relative separation distance and the
relativevelocity; sotheWeber potential (8)mayberegarded
asapure relativistic expression.
Since absolute space exists”) and the fundamental

physical laws applicable in the laboratory depend upon this
preferred absolute rest-frame, the relativistic nature of
Weber’s potential must mean that it can only be approxi‑
mately valid. In particular, relativistic theories in general,
such asclassical celestial mechanics, are adequate approxi‑
mations if the finite velocity of action c can be neglected.
This means that time intervals of interest must be large so
that At > L/c,Where L is the size of the system of interest.
Thus, action, proceedingwith velocity c,is able to establish
asteady-stateequilibriumthroughout the systemof interest
in the timeAt. Since the finite time of propagationof action
lsbeing neglected, effects may be assumed to occur instanta‑
neously. The Weber theory is, thus, a valid approximation for
slowlyvarying effects where time intervals of interest arelarge.

3' THEMIKHAILOVEXPERIMENTMEASURINGTHE
INERTIAL MASS EQUIVALENT OF POTENTIAL
ENERGY
TheMikhailov‘” experiment verifies directly the existence

Ofaninertialmass equivalent to the electrostatic potential
energy, (1)- He examined electrons moving in a uniform
Eleflrostaticpotent ial field, Where the total net mass of an
electmn is given by (4).An oscillating neonglow lampwas
PlaCGddnside a hollow conducting sphere charged to the
potentlal C to yield the desired uniform potential energy
U"= eg’, The fre(illency of the glow lamp depends upon the
$5155 0fthe electronM’,asgivenby (4).Varying the electro‑
t atic P0t€ntlal on the conducting sphere from ‐3000
o.+3000 V, he found a linear decrease in the ratio
to ‘ m,){me, 31.5 expected from the theory, where, according
l4” thls ratio15‘ Uo/sz,= -e{/c2me. For 3000Vhe found

this ;atel/me = ‘(3-0 i 053) X 10".According to the theory
that thlo shouldbe ‘ Uo/C me: ‐e{/c2me= ‐6 X 10".The fact
si '1“ eexperlmental value is onehalfthe theoretical is not
8mwant here, as the order~of‐magnitude, agreement is

sat' ‘
engifsactory,and there seemto bepossibilities for systematic

An allerna
massof theel
undertak
reSults.

tive independent method for measuring the
ectronin auniformelectrostaticfield shouldbe

en asa check on the theory and on Mikhailov's

4. WEBER GRAVITATIONANDMACH’SPRINCIPLE
Therelativityapproximationis appropriatefor gravitation,

where only slowly varying effects are involved and Vz/c2 <<
1.Thus, replacingqq’ by ‐Gmm’ in (8) yields

U=‐[GmTMl[I-§]I (9)

which may be regarded as the Weber potential applied to
gravitation.‘4‘7’
The force on the mass m due to a static mass 111’ may be

obtained from ‑

‐ - = ‐ v - F , (10)
dt

where Uis givenby (9).TheWeber force is thus found to be

F=‐G(mm’R)[1+Z:_M+§£], (1])
c2 2 c’

where a = dv/dt is the accelerationof the massm.
For a continuous distribution of static mass,m’ may be

replaced by

m' ‐>d’r’p'(r’) (12)

and (l 1) integrated over all space to yield

m 22c2 c c 2c’ c

where the gravitational potentials are defined by

(14)
3 r ! 311Ro=GIdrp andH=GIdrp .
R R

The correctness of (13)maybe establishedby reversing the
steps: by introducing (14) into (13), carrying out the indi‑
cated differential operations under the integral Sign. and
finally replacing J'd’r’p’ bym’.
In aninfiniteuniformisotropicuniverse in-the-large (the

cosmological principle) the potentials <I> andH producedby
the farmasses in the universe c'annot vary locallyfrompoint
to point, soall of the terms involving differentiationWith
respect to Vin (13)must vanish.Thus, the forceproduced2by
the farmasses in theuniverseis givensimplyby -m((Do/c )a.
In order to accelerate a body' a local force must act against
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this force produced by the far masses in the universe; thus,

F(local)=[mgfla= ‐(%]a =ma ,

which is seen to be Newton’s second law, which then
satisfies Mach’s principle, as well as the equivalence of
inertial mass and potential energy, provided Weber’s
cosmological condition“)

(15)

(16)

is satisfied.
It may be noted that mathematically this result corre‑

sponds to the inertialproperties of anelectric chargemoving
in a uniform electrostatic potential field, such asproduced
inside a large hollow ”distant” charged conducting sphere,
thesituationfor theMikhailovexperiment (Section3above).

5. DERIVATIONOF NEOMECHANICS
NeomechanicsisNewtonianmechanicsin absolutespace‑

time extended to include the inertialmass equivalent of the
kinetic energy Kof a body. FromNewton’s second law the
time rate of increase of the kinetic energy is then givenby

d_K_ v»a'[(m+K/c’)v] 17
d: d: ( )

where the total inertialmassM isgiven by

KM .=m + c_" (18)

and where m is the rest mass equal to MwhenK = 0.
Integrating (17) yields

K=€’M(r-l)=c’m[‐‐l‐‐‐‐i .
J1- v' /c‘ (19)

where the constant of integrationhas been chosen sothat
K = 0whenv = 0.
The total inertialmassM, from (18) and (19), is then

m
shall/c"M=my= (20)

From inertial mass‐energy equivalence thi ‘ ‘. 5 total inertial
massM, (20), implies a total energy Egivenby
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E=c2m7=K+c2m, (21)

which equals the kinetic energy plus a rest-mass energy
givenby

E0= Km. (22)

Newton's second law for neomechanics becomes, using
(20),

_d(m7v) 23F‐‐‐‐‐‐‐dt. ( )

Theproblemin neomechanics, as in Newtonianmechan‑
ics, involves integrating Newton’s second law, but asgiven
by (23) instead of by F = ma.
The empiricalvalidity of mass changewith velocity, (20),

or neomechanics, was first indicated by Kaufmann’slg)
experiments. But due to the experimentaluncertainties and
the uncertainty in the Maxwellelectromagnetic theory that
was assumed, his results were not conclusive. However,
Bertozzi,”°l by relating the time-of-flight velocity of elec‑
trons v to their kinetic energy K, knownfrom the accelerat‑
ingelectric potential difference, was able to confirm (19)as .
reasonable, even for electron velocities approaching the ;
velocity c. Hewas thus able to confirm mass change with
velocity, (20).
Since neomechanics involves absolute space-time, the

Monstein‐Wesley‘“) experiment, measuring the absolute "
velocityof the solar systemfromtheanisotropyof thecosmic
muonflux,isof considerableimportance.It demonstratesfor
the first time empirically that the velocity v in the gamma
factor y = l / ( l ‐ vz/cz)”2 is the unique absolute velocity and
not some arbitrary relative velocity. The Monstein‐WesleY 2
experiment helps to confirm empirically the validity 0f :
neomechanics in absolute space-time. - r

6. DISCUSSION
It is important to note the limitations of the Present

theory. It does not provide all of the neededanswers‑
The associationof an inertialmasswithpotentialenergy

yields avaluableextensionof classicalpotentialsnot inVOlV' ‘
ingWe2 tovelocity-dependent potentials involvingVz/Cz- But
the extension is still limited to slowly varying effeds' .
relativity, and We2 << 1. It does no t thus provide the ‘
electrodynamics needed for rapidly varying effects, for 5
approaching unity, or for radiation. The search for a refill}, :
adequate electrodynamics that includes the empirlc' ::
successes of theWeber andMaxwell theories Without the”
limitations and failures must continue.‘12’ I
The association of inertial mass with kinetic energY'

yielding the extension of the inertial force from m3_w
d(myv)/dt, is not limited to slowly varying effects. ‘0 relath'



ity, or to v2/c2 << 1. However, the theory has still n o t been .
adequately empirically confirmed quantitatively. The kinetic
energy of aparticle, suchas,an electron, needs to bemea- “ '1
sured accurately asa functionof i ts time-of-flight velocity, a
functional relationship that is independentof anyquestion‑
ableelectrodynarnics.This all-irnportant experiment should
beeasilyperformedusing one of the largeparticleaccelera‑
tors currently available. 7f , * " ' ‘ . *
Themassequivalent of the total internalenergyof aclosed

systemhas beenused to derive the Bethe‐Weizsackermass
formula for the masses of the elements using a Lennard‑
Jones nucleon-nucleon potentiallm In this case amass
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' equiValent is identifiedwithplus thepotentialenergy,M' =
+ U/cz,whichwould seemto conflict with thenegative sign
usedin (1) above.The situations are, however, quite differ‑
ent.The inertialmass equivalent in (1)15 a smallsecond-order
correction. For example, in (7) the (total energy involves the
usualkinetic andpotentialenergiesminus the correctionas
asmall decreasein thekineticenergy ‐ (Uolc2)Vz/Z.Themass
equivalent of the total energyM' = E/c2would thus include
this small negative second-order correction as
- [Uo/c2)V2/2]/c2,which varies asW.
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Résumé
Pourreprésenterunemasseinertiellee’quivalenteaI’e’nergiedeCoulomb,M = -U0/c2,la vitesseavec
laquelle U0diminue, quand une charge 4 recule d’une charge 4' fixe, est e’gale au taux
d’augmentation del’e’nergie cine’tique, dedt = ‐V -d[(m ‐ U0/c2)V]/dt, or) m est la masre
mate’rielledeq. Intégré, I’e’nergietotale estE = c2m(1 ‐ (1 ‐ Velez)1/2) + U0(1 ‐ Vzlc’)”2 ~U0+
(m ‐ Uo/Czflfl/Z.Laportion U= (qq’IR)(1 ‐ Vz/Zcz) est Iepotentieldependant delavitesse de
Weber. La masrenetted’un electron, m, - eV/cz, dans un champ depotentieluniforme (Za éte’
mesure’enfunction de{3Pourappliquer la the’on'edeWebera lagravitation, ‐Gmm' remplagant
qq’, les masses éloiqne’es dans l’unz'vers rendent F = (m ¢o/c3)a = ‐(U/c’)a s’accorde avec Ie
principedeMachet la masse inertielleéquivalentea l’énergiepotentielle.Pourassoczer agemasce
inertielleavec I'e’nergiecine’tiqueK donne unenéome‘canz'que, 012 K = c’m(1/(1-W/c’) - 1).
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